POWER MAX® HD

IDEAL FOR CLEARING:
Concrete, Asphalt, Gravel, Commercial

HEAVY-DUTY TWO-STAGE

**POWER TO BLAST THROUGH HEAVY DEEP SNOW**
Power Blower Rotor features 240cc Power Curve Rotor engines with Power Curve Technology for smooth performance and powerful blowing power. You can blast through the heaviest snow piles that you will encounter with ease.

- **Clearing Width**: 21" (53 cm)
- **Throw Distance**: Up to 60' (18.3 m)
- **Engine**: 240cc Power Curve Rotor
- **Starter**: Recoil Start
- **Broom Diameter**: 25" (63.5 cm)
- **Broom Angle**: 40º

**EASY STREET**
Power steering makes maneuvering easy. With forward and 2 reverse speeds, while power steering makes maneuvering easy.

- **Height-Of-Brush System**: 1/8" adjustments to minimize surface damage and brush wear.
- **Variable Speed & Power Steering**: Commercial variable speed transmission allows you to shift on the fly with 5 forward and 2 reverse speeds, while power steering makes maneuvering easy.

**CAST-Iron SKID PLATES**
Extra wide .5" skids provide maximum stability for clearing large drifts and snow piles.

- **CAST-IRON SKID PLATES**: Extra wide .5" skids provide maximum stability for clearing large drifts and snow piles.
- **DRIFT CUTTER**: HD-5000 Heated Deflector Knocks down large drifts, allowing easier access and clean-up.

**EXTENDED LIFE PADDLES**
Attached with 4 bolts for a secure and safe attachment.

- **EXTENDED LIFE PADDLES**: Twice the life of Toro standard paddles.
- **POWER CURVE ROTOR**: Power Curve Technology for smooth performance and powerful blowing power.

**REINFORCED HANDLE**
Attached with 4 bolts for a secure and safe attachment.

- **REINFORCED HANDLE**: Extra wide .5" skids provide maximum stability for clearing large drifts and snow piles.
- **UNIQUE PIN**: HD-5000 Heated Deflector Knocks down large drifts, allowing easier access and clean-up.

**ONE-PIECE, REINFORCED HANDLE**
Attached with 4 bolts for a secure and safe attachment.

- **ONE-PIECE, REINFORCED HANDLE**: Extra wide .5" skids provide maximum stability for clearing large drifts and snow piles.
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NEW!
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